
Alphapack is a user-friendly, automated data collection tool 

on the Enterprise platform which utilises the latest web-

based technology. Alphapacks are initially created from 

Alphatax computations and can be edited before releasing to 

a finance professional to complete. Completed Alphapacks are 

automatically integrated in one simple step into Alphatax so 

the computation can be finalised in a timely and efficient way.

Fully integrated into Alphatax computations 

Data is transferred using secure web transfer  

Familiar interface for Alphatax users 

Fully Customisable Tax Packs 

Reduces risk from incorrect data input 

Time saving for tax professionals 

More time available for effective tax consideration  

Full audit trail of data input from Alphapacks

ABOUT ALPHAPACK

PROCESS AUTOMATION  

Creation of the Tax Packs, their distribution and the 

collection of data from them is a simple and speedy process 

using the Alphatax Enterprise Database capabilities. Data is 

continuously saved on the Enterprise Database throughout 

the cycle so that up-to-date figures are always available. 
 

FAMILIAR INTERFACES 

The Alphapack is generated from an Alphatax computation, 

therefore, it has a structured, familiar and compatible format 

for the entry of raw accounting data. 
 

SECURE WEB PORTAL 

Alphapacks are published on a secure web portal ensuring 

all data is protected at each stage of the data gathering 

process. Passwords are used to control access to the packs 

at all times. As the data transfer process utilised a secure 

portal, firewall issues which can effect email are avoided. 
 

FULLY CUSTOMISABLE 

Each Alphapack starts with an Alphatax computation. It can 

be customised so that the appropriate statements are 

included within each pack. Multiple packs can be generated 

and customised for individual finance users. The packs can 

also be customised during the data gathering cycle so that the 

relevant information can be captured as required. Alphapacks 

can also include tax technical inputs which can be completed 

by the end user if appropriate. 
 

CONTROL OF THE DATA CAPTURE PROCESS 

Using specific statements within Alphatax, full control of the 

Alphapack process can be monitored. Audit trails are 

recorded for all events in the Alphapack cycle so that the 

Alphatax user can keep control over the progression of the 

data capture.

KEY APPLICATION FEATURES

KEY BENEFITS

SUMMARY

With Alphapack you can ensure a quicker data capture process 

using secure web technology alongside the familiar and reliable 

Alphatax Software, thus reducing risk and compliance costs.

We have helped more than 1,300 businesses over a  

period of nearly three decades to realise value from  

tax technology – so why not call us today to  

book a live demonstration on:  01784 777 700 

Visit our Resources Centre at: 

www.taxsystems.com/resources
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‘The need for a structured way to 
manage your tax compliance exists 
now more than ever. Alphatax will 

automate, reduce risk and streamline 
the end-to-end process.’
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